Appendix B.
Organizing Committee

1. Prof. Dr. Srisakdi Charmonman Chairperson
2. Dr. Monthip Sriratana Tabucanon Deputy Chairperson
3. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Pleumchitt Rojanapanthu Deputy Chairperson
4. Dr. Sutana Boonlua Deputy Chairperson
5. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of Upper North Thailand Member
6. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of Lower North Thailand Member
7. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of South Thailand Member
8. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of North Eastern Thailand Member
9. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of Eastern Thailand Member
10. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of Western Thailand Member
11. Chairman of the Interdisciplinary Network of the Royal Institute of Central Thailand Member
12. Representative from the Internet Association Member
13. Representative from Thailand Chapter of the Internet Society Member
14. Representative from Thailand Chapter of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Member
15. Representative from Thailand Chapter of the Computer Society of the IEEE Member
16. Representative from Faculty of Accountancy and Management, Mahasarakham University Member
17. Act. Lt. Varit Intrama Member and Secretary
18. Mr. Prapas Kaewsawan Member and Assistant Secretary
19. Miss. Sayamol Sangmanee Member and Assistant Secretary